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QUESTION 1

Jame, a professional hacker, is trying to hack the confidential information of a target organization. He identified the
vulnerabilities in the target system and created a tailored deliverable malicious payload using an exploit and a backdoor
to send it to the victim. 

Which of the following phases of cyber kill chain methodology is Jame executing? 

A. Reconnaissance 

B. Installation 

C. Weaponization 

D. Exploitation 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Walter and Sons Company has faced major cyber attacks and lost confidential data. The company has decided to
concentrate more on the security rather than other resources. Therefore, they hired Alice, a threat analyst, to perform
data analysis. Alice was asked to perform qualitative data analysis to extract useful information from collected bulk
data. 

Which of the following techniques will help Alice to perform qualitative data analysis? 

A. Regression analysis, variance analysis, and so on 

B. Numerical calculations, statistical modeling, measurement, research, and so on. 

C. Brainstorming, interviewing, SWOT analysis, Delphi technique, and so on 

D. Finding links between data and discover threat-related information 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Bob, a threat analyst, works in an organization named TechTop. He was asked to collect intelligence to fulfil the needs
and requirements of the Red Tam present within the organization. Which of the following are the needs of a RedTeam? 

A. Intelligence related to increased attacks targeting a particular software or operating system vulnerability 

B. Intelligence on latest vulnerabilities, threat actors, and their tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) 

C. Intelligence extracted latest attacks analysis on similar organizations, which includes details about latest threats and
TTPs 

D. Intelligence that reveals risks related to various strategic business decisions 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In which of the following forms of bulk data collection are large amounts of data first collected from multiple sources in
multiple formats and then processed to achieve threat intelligence? 

A. Structured form 

B. Hybrid form 

C. Production form 

D. Unstructured form 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Daniel is a professional hacker whose aim is to attack a system to steal data and money for profit. He performs hacking
to obtain confidential data such as social security numbers, personally identifiable information (PII) of an employee, and
credit card information. After obtaining confidential data, he further sells the information on the black market to make
money. 

Daniel comes under which of the following types of threat actor. 

A. Industrial spies 

B. State-sponsored hackers 

C. Insider threat 

D. Organized hackers 

Correct Answer: D 
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